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Abstract—In this paper, a complementary and modular linear
flux-switching permanent magnet (MLFSPM) motor is investi-
gated, in which both the magnets and armature windings are
placed in the short mover, while the long stator consists of iron
core only. The proposed MLFSPM motor incorporates the high
power density of a linear permanent magnet synchronous motor
and the simple structure of a linear induction motor. It is especially
suitable for long stator applications such as urban rail transit. The
objective of this paper is to build the mathematical model for the
purpose of control of this motor. The simulation results by means
of finite-element analysis (FEA) verified the theoretical analysis
and the effectiveness of this model. Both the analytical model and
the FEA results are validated by experiments based on a prototype
motor.

Index Terms—Flux-switching permanent magnet (FSPM)
motor, linear motor, modeling.

I. INTRODUCTION

FOR urban rail transit (URT), a direct drive linear motor has
the benefits of faster dynamic performance, improved reli-

ability, lower noise, lower cost of road maintenance, and lower
pollution due to the elimination of unnecessary energy con-
version from rotary to linear motion when compared to rotary
machines [1]–[5]. Also, when used in subways, it can reduce the
tunnel radius to save construction cost [6]. The conventional per-
manent magnet (PM) linear motor exhibits higher efficiency and
higher power factor than induction linear motor [7]. However,
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in long stator applications such as URT, this solution inevitably
results in significant cost increase due to a large amount of mag-
nets or armature windings set on the long stator. In recent years,
a new class of PM brushless motors with magnets and arma-
ture winding all located in the stator, namely the flux-switching
permanent magnet (FSPM) and doubly salient permanent mag-
net (DSPM) motors [8]–[11], have received wide attentions due
to its high power density, fault-tolerant property [12]–[14], ro-
bust mechanical integrity, and free from thermal stress problem.
Recently, the linear structure of FSPM motors [15]–[17] and
DSPM motor [18] have attracted much attention, in which both
the PMs and armature windings are all located in the short
mover, while the long stator only consists of iron core. Hence,
these linear FSPM (LFSPM) and linear DSPM (LDSPM) mo-
tors are suitable for long stator applications. Furthermore, in
order to solve the drawbacks such as asymmetrical magnetic
circuit, large cogging force in the existing LFSPM and LDSPM
motor, modular, and complementary linear FSPM (MLFSPM)
and DSPM (MLDSPM) motors have been proposed and inves-
tigated in [19] and [20], respectively. Due to its complementary
structure, the phase flux-linkage and back-EMF waveform are
symmetrical, the three-phase flux linkage and back-EMF are
balanced, and the total cogging force is smaller.

For URT application, direct force control, or voltage space
vector control are often needed to control the motor. For this
purpose, a mathematical model of the MLFSPM motor based
on synchronous d–q frame is necessary.

Hence, the objective of this paper is to build the mathematical
model of this MLFSPM motor that can be used for the control
development of the proposed MLFSPM motor. In Section II, the
topology and principle of the proposed MLFSPM motor will
be introduced. In Section III, the steady-state characteristics
including flux linkage, EMF, inductance, and cogging force
are analyzed using finite-element analysis (FEA) that serves
as the basis of the mathematical models. In Section IV, the
mathematical models based on stator frame and d- and q-frames
are developed. To verify the model of the MLFSPM motor, a
prototype motor has been built and tested, and the results are
discussed in Section V. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in
Section VI.

II. TOPOLOGY AND PRINCIPLE

A. Topology

Fig. 1(a) shows the topology of the modular linear flux-
switching PM motor. Each phase consists of two “E”-shaped
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the MLFSPM motor and linear motor vehicle.
(a) MLFSPM motor. (b) Linear motor vehicle.

modules whose positions are mutually λ1 apart:

λ1 =
(

k +
1
2

)
τs (1)

where τs is the stator pole pitch, k is a positive integer (k =
2). Each “E”-shaped module consists of two “U”-shaped iron,
between which a PM is sandwiched. The armature winding coils
are located in the slot and wound around the adjacent teeth of
the two “U” modules. The two coils of phase A, namely coil A1
and coil A2, are connected in series. The two PMs in the two “E”
modules are magnetized in opposite directions. The structure of
phase B and phase C is the same as that of phase A.

For a three-phase motor, the relative displacement between
the module of the adjacent two phases is equal to λ2 = (j +
1/m)τs , where j is a positive integer (j = 5), m is the number
of phases (m = 3). There is a flux barrier between every two
adjacent “E” modules. The principle of the MLFDPM motor
used for railway application is shown in Fig. 1(b), in which
the short primary mover consisting of PM, armature winding,
and iron is fixed under the bogie of a railway vehicle and the
secondary long stator is fastened between the two iron rails.

B. Operation Principle

Fig. 2 shows the open circuit field distribution of the proposed
linear motor at different mover positions obtained by FEA. At
the initial position as shown in Fig. 2(a), the “E” module of
coil A1 (“E1”) is in symmetry with the “E” module of coil A2
(“E2”) along the central axis of stator slot. Assuming that the
flux linkage induced in coils A1 and A2 reaches the negative
maximum value at the initial position, when the mover moves
to the position as shown in Fig. 2(b), the flux linkage induced
in coils A1 and A2 is nearly equal to zero. Because the magnet
circuits in “E1” and “E2” are different, the position of module
“E1” can be defined as “first balance position” and the position
of module “E2” can be noted as “second balance position.” At
position θe = 180◦ as shown in Fig. 2(c), “E1” is in symmetry
with “E2” along the central axis of stator teeth, where the flux
linkage induced in coils A1 and A2 reaches the positive maxi-

Fig. 2. Open circuit field distributions of the proposed motor at four mover
positions (a) θe = 0◦. (b) θe = 90◦. (c) θe = 180◦. (d) θe = 270◦.

mum value. Also, at position θe = 270◦ as shown in Fig. 2(d),
“E1” moves to the “second balance position” and “E2” to the
“first balance position.” So, when the mover moves by one stator
pole pitch, the flux linkage of coil A1 and coil A2 is bipolar,
complementary and symmetrical.

III. STEADY-STATE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MLFSPM
MOTOR

In this section, the steady-state characteristics of the proposed
motor, including the PM flux-linkage, back-EMF, self- and mu-
tual inductance, and its harmonics are analyzed and investigated
using FEA. Fig. 3(a) shows the PM flux-linkage waveform in
phase A. It should be noted that it contains a small dc component.
The frequency spectrum of the PM flux linkage is illustrated in
Fig. 3(b). It can be seen that it is nearly sinusoidal, and the total
harmonics distortion (THD) is only 1.13%. Fig. 4 depicts the
corresponding back-EMF waveforms induced in phase A at the
rated speed and its harmonics. It can be found that the even har-
monics in the phase back-EMF are significantly reduced. Hence,
the back-EMF is also sinusoidal and its THD is only 1.52%.

The self-inductance and its harmonics are shown in Fig. 5.
Obviously, the second, third and fourth harmonics in the induc-
tance are significant and the THD is about 23%. The mutual
inductance waveform is shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen that the
mutual inductance of the proposed motor is very small. The key
information of the flux-linkage, back-EMF, and inductance is
listed in Table I. It can be seen form Table I that the dc com-
ponents ψ0 of the flux linkage is about 10% of the peak value
of the fundamental component of the flux linkage. Also, the
peak value of the fundamental component of self-inductance
Lm is about 2.6% of its dc component. Hence, the harmonic
components of the inductance can be neglected. Moreover, the
dc components of mutual inductance Lab and Lbc as shown in
Fig. 6 are only about 3.15% of the self-inductance LDC , and
Lca is nearly zero. So, the mutual inductance of the MLFSPM
motor can be neglected.

Fig. 7 shows the cogging force of the MLFSPM motor, in
which “Cogging_A” denotes the cogging force waveform of
the two “E” module of phase A based on FEA. “Cogging_B”
and “Cogging_C” denote the cogging force waveforms of the
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Fig. 3. Flux linkage and its harmonics. (a) Flux linkage. (b) Harmonics dis-
tribution.

Fig. 4. Back-EMF and its harmonics. (a) EMF. (b) Harmonics distribution.

Fig. 5. Self-inductance and its harmonics. (a) Self-inductance. (b) Harmonics
distribution.

Fig. 6. Mutual inductance.

TABLE I
CHARACTERISTICS OF FLUX LINKAGE, EMF, AND INDUCTANCE

modules of phase B and phase C, which are obtained by shift-
ing “Cogging_A” by 120◦ and 240◦ electrical degrees, respec-
tively. Also, “Cogging_sum” is the sum of “Cogging_A,” “Cog-
ging_B,” and “Cogging_C.” “Cogging_whole” is the total cog-
ging force of the LFSPM motor calculated directly by means of
FEA. It should be noted that there are some errors between the
total cogging force based on the two methods, which we believe
is caused by the omission of the end effect in the first method.
However, it can illustrate that the total cogging force is weak-
ened by the three-phase complementary and modular structure.
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Fig. 7. Cogging force of the MLFSPM motor.

Fig. 8. Definition of d- and q-axes.

IV. MATHEMATIC MODEL OF THE MLFSPM MOTOR

A. Mathematic Model in Stator Reference Frame

From Fig. 3, the three-phase PM flux linkage of the proposed
MLFSPM motor can be expressed as

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

ψma = ψ0 − ψm cos(θe)

ψmb = ψ0 − ψm cos(θe − 120◦)

ψmc = ψ0 − ψm cos(θe + 120◦)

(2)

where ψ0 is the dc component, ψm is the peak value of the fun-
damental component as shown in Table I, and θe is the electrical
degree of the mover position.

It can be seen from Figs. 5 and 6, and Table I that the mutual
inductance Lab , Lbc , and Lca can be neglected and the three-
phase self-inductance, Laa , Lbb , Lcc can be expressed as

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

Laa = LDC + Lm cos(θe)

Lbb = LDC + Lm cos(θe − 120◦)

Lcc = LDC + Lm cos(θe + 120◦)
Lab = Lbc = Lca ≈ 0

(3)

where, LDC and Lm are the dc component and peak value of
the fundamental component of self-inductance respectively, as
shown in Table I.

B. d–q Axis of the Proposed MLFSPM Motor

To realize the transformation from stator reference frame to
mover reference frame, the d- and q-axes of the proposed MLF-
SPM motor is defined in Fig. 8, in which the d-axis is chosen
to be the mover position where the PM flux linkage reaches the
maximum value, and the q-axis is chosen to be the mover posi-
tion where the value of the PM flux linkage is zero. The relative
displacement between the d-axis and the q-axis is τs /4.

Fig. 9. PM flux linkage in different reference frame. (a) Stator reference frame.
(b) d–q reference frame.

C. Abc–dq Transformation

The vector control strategy is based on the synchronous mover
frame that moves at synchronous speed. To get the two-phase
d–q axis electromagnetic parameters, the traditional Park matrix
as shown in (4) is used in this paper

P =
2
3

⎡
⎢⎣

cos(θe) cos(θe − 120◦) cos(θe + 120◦)

− sin(θe) − sin(θe − 120◦) − sin(θe + 120◦)

1/2 1/2 1/2

⎤
⎥⎦ .

(4)
The matrix form of PM flux linkage in the d–q frame can be

derived as

⎡
⎢⎣

ψmd

ψmq

ψm0

⎤
⎥⎦ = P

⎡
⎢⎣

ψma

ψmb

ψmc

⎤
⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎣
−ψm

0

ψ0

⎤
⎥⎦ . (5)

It can be seen from (5) that the PM flux linkage in d-axis ψmd is
equal to the negative peak value of the fundamental component
shown in Table I. The PM flux linkage in q-axis ψmq is equal
to zero, and the PM flux linkage in 0-axis ψm 0 is equal to the
dc component shown in Table I. To verify the aforementioned
analysis, the waveforms of the three-phase PM flux linkage
versus mover position in the stator frame is calculated using
FEA and the PM flux linkage in the d–q reference frame is
transformed from the FEA results of three-phase flux linkage
as shown in Fig. 9. The average value of ψmd , ψmq , and ψm 0
are summarized in Table II. It can be seen that the results from
math model are consistent with the FEA results.
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TABLE II
PM FLUX LINKAGE IN d–q REFERENCE FRAME

As aforementioned, by neglecting the mutual inductance, the
inductances in d- and q-axis frame can be described as follows:⎡

⎢⎣
Ld Ldq Ld0

Lqd Lq Lq0

L0d L0q L0

⎤
⎥⎦ = P

⎡
⎢⎣

Laa 0 0

0 Lbb 0

0 0 Lcc

⎤
⎥⎦P−1 (6)

where Ld , Lq , L0 , Ldq , Lqd , Ld0 , L0d , Lq 0 , and L0q are the syn-
chronous inductance components in d- and q-axis frame. Thus,
by substituting (3) and (4) into (6), the synchronous inductance
components in d- and q-axis frame can be derived as

Ld = LDC +
Lm cos(3θe)

2
(7)

Lq = LDC − Lm cos(3θe)
2

(8)

Ldq = Lqd =
−Lm sin(3θe)

2
(9)

Lq0 = L0q = 0 (10)

L0 =
(Laa + Lbb + Lcc)

3
= LDC (11)

Ld0 = 2 × L0d = Lm . (12)

It can be observed from (7) to (8) that the d- and q-axis in-
ductance, Ld and Lq are not constant, which all contain a small
cosine component with three times variation frequency of that of
the PM flux linkage. Generally, the mutual inductance between
the d- and q-axis windings is zero, because the flux induced by
a current in one winding will not link with another winding dis-
placed in space by 90◦. However, in the PM motor with saliency
stator and rotor teeth, a part of the d-axis winding flux will
link with the q-axis winding as the uneven reluctance provides
a path for flux through the q-axis winding [21]. Hence, the d-
and q-axis mutual inductance Ldq is not zero, which is a small
sinusoidal waveform and equals Lqd .

To verify the aforementioned equations, the three-phase
inductances of the MLSFPM motor are first calculated us-
ing FEA as shown in Fig. 10(a). The self-inductance com-
ponents in d- and q-axes, L′

d , L′
q , and L′

0 are transformed
directly from the three-phase inductance in the stator frame
shown in Fig. 10(a). The average values are Ld = 26.085 mH,
Lq = 26.055 mH, L′

d = 26.255 mH, and L′
q = 26.085 mH, as

shown in Fig. 10(b).
On the other hand, by substituting the dc component of the in-

ductance LDC and the peak value of the fundamental inductance
Lm listed in Table I into (7), (8), and (11), Ld , Lq , and L0 can be
obtained and shown in Fig. 10(b). It can be seen that there are
some errors between Ld , Lq , L0 and L′

d ,L′
q ,L′

0 , but the shape and

Fig. 10. Waveforms of self-inductance (a). Inductance in stator frame. (b) Ld ,
Lq , L0 , and L′

d , L′
q , L′

0 . (c) Ldq and L′
dq .

amplitude are nearly the same. Fig. 10(c) compares the mutual
inductance components in d- and q-axes, Ldq , andL′

dq by the
aforementioned two methods.

In order to prove d–q expression of the inductance is valid,
the calculation method of d–q frame inductance as discussed
in [22] is adopted, namely

Ld =
ψi cos a − ψpm

Id
(13)

Lq =
ψi sin a

Iq
(14)

where ψi is the fundamental component of the total flux linkage
considering the armature reaction effects and ψpm is the funda-
mental component of the total flux linkage excited by PM only,
α is the phase difference between ψi and ψpm . Based on this
method, the d–q reference frame inductances are Ld = 25.89 mH
and Lq = 27 mH. It can be seen that the average value of d–q
reference frame inductance based on mathematical method and
the two FEA methods are nearly the same.
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Fig. 11. Waveforms of the total flux linkage under id = 0 control method.

D. Electromagnetic Force

Based on the preceding analysis, the total flux linkage in
d-and q-axes can be defined as{

ψd = ψmd + Ldid + Ldq iq

ψq = Lq iq + Ldq id .
(15)

Substituting (7), (8), and (9) into (15), it yields{
ψd = ψmd + (LDC + Lm cos(3θe)/2)id − iqLm sin(3θe)/2

ψq = (LDC − Lm cos(3θe)/2)iq − idLm sin(3θe)/2.
(16)

In order to prove the accuracy of (16), the total flux linkage in
the d-and q-axes are calculated by two means and compared in
Fig. 11, where “ψd_FEA” and “ψq _FEA” denote the total flux
linkage in d-and q-axes when id = 0 control method is adopted
at the rated current, “ψd_Math model” and “ψq _Math model”
denote the total flux linkage in d-and q-axes by (16). It can be
seen that the shape and amplitude of the d--q reference frame
flux linkage based on the two methods are nearly the same.

The voltage equations in the d- and q-axes can be written as⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

ud =
dψd

dt
− ωeψq + Rid

uq =
dψq

dt
+ ωeψd + Riq .

(17)

Substituting (16) into (17), the voltage equations can be de-
rived:{

ud = −3ωeLm (id sin(3θe) + iq cos(3θe))/2 − ωeψq + Rid

uq = 3ωeLm (iq sin(3θe) − id cos(3θe))/2 + ωeψd + Riq
(18)

where ωe = 2πv/τs is the electrical angular frequency, and v is
the mover speed.

From (18), the output thrust force of the three-phase MLF-
SPM motor can be derived as

Fo =
3
2

[((dψd/dt) − ωeψq )id + (dψq/dt + ωeψd)iq ]
v

=
3π

τs

[
ψmdiq + idiq (Ld − Lq ) + Ldq (i2q − i2d)

]

+
9π

2τs
Lm (i2q − i2d) sin 3θe

=
3π

τs
ψmdiq +

3π

τs
idiq (Ld − Lq )

+
3π

τs
Lm (i2q − i2d) sin 3θe

= Fpm + Fr + FLm (19)

where Fpm is the PM thrust force, Fr is the reluctance thrust
force, and FLm is an additional force component, which is
caused by the fluctuation of the self inductance Lm . If Lm is
neglected, the output thrust force can be expressed as

Fo =
3π

τs
[ψmdiq + idiq (Ld − Lq )] . (20)

When id = 0 control method is adopted, namely, the three-phase
currents are in phase with the back-EMF and can be expressed
as ⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
Ia = Im sin(θe)

Ib = Im sin(θe − 120◦)

Ic = Im sin(θe + 120◦)

(21)

where, Im is the peak value of the phase current. Thus, the phase
current in d- and q-axes can be transformed as⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
Id = 0

Iq = −Im

I0 = 0.

(22)

By substituting (22) into (19), the output thrust force can be
derived as

Fo =
3π

τs
(−ψmdIm + Lm I2

m sin 3θe). (23)

It can be seen from (23) that the thrust force consists of two
components, namely a dc component and a sinusoidal compo-
nent with three times variation frequency of that of the PM flux
linkage. Hence, the thrust force ripple can be defined as

Kripple =
Fmax − Fmin

Favg
× 100 =

2Lm Im

−ψmd
× 100 (24)

where Fmax is the maximum value of the thrust force, Fmin is
the minimum value of thrust force, and Favg is the average value
of thrust force. Equation (24) depicts that the thrust force ripple
is proportional to the peak value of the phase current.

By substituting Lm = 0.6787 mH, Im = 6 × 1.414 A, ψmd =
−0.1955 Wb, τs = 0.036 m into (23), the output thrust force can
be drawn and noted as “Fo -Math model” as shown in Fig. 12.
To verify the aforementioned theoretical analysis, the thrust
force of the MLFSPM motor was also calculated by FEA and
noted as “Fo -FEA” as shown in Fig. 12. It should be noted that
the cogging force value is not included in “Fo -FEA.” The key
values of “Fo -Math model” and “Fo -FEA” are listed in Table III.
Obviously, the shape, period, and average value of “Fo -Math
model” and “Fo -FEA” are nearly the same. The thrust force
ripple of MLFSPM motor is less than 6%.

V. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

To validate the mathematical model of the MLFSPM motor
and associated FEA analysis, experiments are conducted on a
three-phase MLFSPM motor prototype as shown in Fig. 13. The
detailed design specifications are listed in Table IV. Fig. 14(a)
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Fig. 12. Output thrust force waveforms.

TABLE III
CHARACTERISTICS OF THRUST FORCE AND COGGING FORCE

Fig. 13. Prototype of MLFSPM. (a) Mover structure and armature winding.
(b) Mover “U”-shaped laminated segments. (c) Prototype motor.

illustrates the calculated self-inductances at different currents
(applied 6 and 1 A) by means of FEA, from which it can be seen
that the self-inductance under 6-A applied current is smaller than
the one under 1-A applied current in the range from 60◦ to 300◦

electrical degree due to the higher saturation under 6-A applied
current. Fig. 14(b) compares the measured self-inductance with
the calculated self-inductance under 1-A applied current. Ob-
viously, the measured inductance waveform matches well with
the simulated inductance. Also, the simulation and measured
open circuit back-EMF at speed of 1.392 m/s are compared in
Fig. 15. It can be seen that the simulation results exhibit a good
agreement with the experimental result. The discrepancies be-

TABLE IV
DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS OF THE PROPOSED MOTOR

Fig. 14. Self-inductance. (a) Simulated self-inductance at different currents.
(b) Comparison of measured and simulated inductance.

tween the experimental and simulation results are about 6.5%,
which we believe are mainly caused by the end-effects as in
the stator-PM machines [23], manufacturing imperfection and
measurement error.

Due to time limit, the control system of the motor is un-
der construction and the system operation performance will be
reported in the near future.
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Fig. 15. Back-EMF waveforms at 1.392 m/s. (a) FEA results. (b) Experimental
results.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the structure, operation principle, and the steady-
state characteristics of a new modular linear flux-switching PM
motor have been analyzed. Based on the steady-state characteris-
tics, the mathematical model of flux-linkage and self-inductance
in the stator frame has been built. By using Park’s transforma-
tion, the components of flux-linkage, self-inductance, voltage,
and output thrust force in d- and q-axis frame have been derived.
The thrust force performance based on the mathematic models
is verified by FEA results. To verify the simulation results of the
MLFSPM motor, a prototype motor has been built and tested.
The experimental results agree well with the predicted results
from the mathematic model and FEA. It, therefore, can be con-
cluded that the mathematical model of the new MLFSPM motor
has laid a foundation for future study in vector-control or thrust
force-direct control for the proposed motor.
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